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REPRESENTATION OF LINEAR OPERATORS 
ON SPACES OF VECTOR VALUED 
FUNCTIONS 
ROMULUS CRISTESCU 
This paper is concerned with an integral representation of some linear operators 
defined on an ordered space of vector valued functions. 
The terminology used is that of [1]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let X be a locally convex vector lattice with the topology T and 0* the set of all 
solid and (T)-continuous semi-norms defined on X. Let Y be a complete vector 
lattice. For any p e ^ w e denote by % the set of all linear operators U: X—•> Y for 
which the set {U(x); p(jc)^l} is order bounded. If Ue%, we put 
| |U| |p=sup{| l / (x) | ; p(x)^l}. 
We set also 
£ = U ^ 
If Ue2£, then 17 is called a (po)-bounded operator. If Ue %, we say that -Uis 
(po)-bounded with respect to p . 
The set 2E is a normal subspace of the space 0l(X9 Y) of all regular operators 
which map X into Y. 
2. The space M(T,X) 
Let T be a locally compact space and 3if the set of all compact subsets of T. For 
any E e % we denote by 0&E the set of all borelian subsets of E and we put 
l-= u % 
EєЗf 
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A ffi-simple function f: T-*X is, by definition, of the form 
/(0=§y*(0*> ('eT> (!) 
where A, e 33, x, eX, and yA being the characteristic function of A. 
We denote by M(T9 X) the set of the functions / : T-»X having the following 
properties: there exists E e l and a generalized sequence {f6}6*A of S3-simple 
functions (mapping T into X) such that spt f6 cz E (where spt means "the support") 
and {f6}6es is uniformly convergent to /. We shall say that {/a^ea is an 
approximating sequence for /. 
For any p e & we define a semi-norm p on the vector space M(T9 X) putting 
p(/) = sup{p(/(0); teT} 
i f / e M ( T , X ) . 
The set M(T9 X) is a locally convex vector lattice with respect to the pointwise 
order and the topology defined by the set {p: pe$P} of semi-norms. 
The set G>(T, X) of continuous functions with compact support (mapping T into 
X) is a vector sublattice of the space M(T9 X). 
For any E e jfc we denote 
ME(T,X) = {/eM(T,X); spt/(=E}. 
The set ME(T9 X) is a vector sublattice of the vector lattice M(T9 X). 
We shall consider on the vector subspaces Co(T, X) and ME(T9 X) of M(T9 X) 
the induced topology. 
3. The integral 
Let m: S3—>2£ be an additive function which satisfies the condition: for any 
E G % there exists p e & such that m(^E)cz% and the set 
G(E; p) = { g ||m(Ai)||p; (A,, . . . , Ak) ^-partition of E\ 
is (o)-bounded. We shall say that m is of the (fcv)-type and we shall denote 
vm(E9 p) = sup G(E9 p). 
If feM(T9 X) is a 33-simple function (see formula (1)), we define 
jTfdm = flm(Ai)(xi). 
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It is easily verified that the operator f~+\ f d m (defined on the set of 03-simple 
functions) is linear and for any E e % there exists pe<3> such that 
If fdm^p(f)vm(E9p) (2) 
if s p t / c E . 
Let now / be arbitrary in M(T9 X) and let {f6}6eA be an approximating sequence 
for /, with spt f6 cz spt / = E. 
There exists (see also (2)) p e & such that 
If / .vdm-f f6*dm\^p(f6-f6*)vm(E9p). 
Since Y is a complete vector lattice, the generalized sequence | I f6 dm J is 
(p)-convergent (convergent with regulator [1]). We shall define 
I / dm = (Q) - lim I f6 dm 
JT 6eAjT 
the limit being independent of the approximating sequence. 
The integral is a linear operator (mapping M(T9 X) into y) and the inequality 
(2) holds for any feME(T9 X). 
4. Representation of some operators 
If U: M(T9 X)-» y is a linear operator and E e 3C9 we shall denote by UE the 
restriction of U to the subspace ME(T9 X). If UE is (po)-bounded with respect to 
p9 we shall denote 
IIMIk---llu.ll.*. 
Theorem. A linear operator U: M(T9 X)-» Y satisfies the condition 
(i) UE is (po)-bounded, VE e 9if, 
if and only if 
00 C/(/)=-| г/dm, (/єM(T,X)) 
where m: 2&-»2t is an additive function of the (bv)-typc. If (i) holds, then m can 
be chosen in (ii) such that the equality 
(«i) \\\U\\\E,p = vm(E9p) 
holds, as soon as the left-hand member exists. 
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Proof. As we saw in §3, the operator defined by (ii) satisfies the condition (i). 
From (2), which holds for any feME(T, X), it follows that 
||UE||p=£vm(E,p). (3) 
Conversely, let U: M(T, X)-» Y be a linear operator satisfying (i). Hence, for 
any E e 3if there exist p e $> and y0 e Y such that 
\U(f)\*P(f)yo, (V/eME(T ,X)) (4) 
Define m: $->££ by setting 
(m(A))(x)=U(yA.x), (VxeX) 
(where (yA.x)(t) = yA(t).x; VfeT). 
The operator m(A): X-+Y is obviously linear. With (4), there exists pe0>, 
such that m(A)e.3^ (and the function m: 38—».2T is obviously additive). By 
considering a 08-partition (A., . . . , Ak) of a set EeJC, one has 
g||ffl(A)||P - g sup { |m(A)U)|; p(x)*l) = 
=sup{g |m(A) (^) | ; p(x.)^l; i = l, ...,*}*£ 
^sup{g|l7|(y*|je,|); p(x)*U < = 1, . . . ,*}< 
^sup{|t / | ( | / | ) ; / eM E (T ,X) ; p ( / ) ^ l } 
by taking into account that (4) implies 
IWI)*Sp(/)yo, (V/6ME(T,X)). 
It follows that 
£||m(A.)||,*Syo (5) 
i - 1 
The equality in (ii) obviously holds if / is a 38-simple function. Let now / be 
arbitrary in M(T, X) and {/«}«€A an approximating sequence for / such that 
spt/«c=spt/=E. With (4) it follows that 
\U(f*)-U(f)\**p(fs-f)yo 
(where p and y0 are suitably taken for E). Hence U(f) = (Q) - lim U(f6) and 
6eA 
consequently (ii) hold. 
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If UE is (po)-bounded with respect to p9 then we can take y0 = || UE \\p in (4) and 
from (5) we get 
wm(E9p)^\\UB\\p; 
with (3) it follows that (iii) holds. 
Corollary. Any (po)-bounded linear operator 17: C0(T9 X)-» Y can be ex­
pressed in the form 
uw=\тf àm 
where m: 33 —>3£ is an additive function of the (bv)-type. 
Indeed, U can be extended as a (po)-bounded linear operator on the space 
M(T9 X). 
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B дaннoй paбoтe ycтaнaвливaeтcя интeгpaльнoe пpeдcтaвлeниé нeкoтopыx линeйныx oпepaтo-
poв, зaдaнныx нa yпopядoчныx пpocтpaнcгвax, cocтоящиx из вeктopныx фyнкций. 
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